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The online shop fashionette offers fashion 
enthusiasts a selection of more than 100 different 
bag labels and more than 5,000 products altogether. 
In doing so, it acts as an advisor for its customers 
in all matters related to the latest trends and 
continually provides them with new inspiration in 
the form of styling tips. Within the scope of a 
relaunch of the existing appearance, the digital 
presence of fashionette was also optimized. 



A color gradient from „Nude light“ to 
„Pastel Blue light“ in the background is derived 
from the sky, a central motif of fashionette‘s 
corporate design. In the foreground it is supple-
mented by a dark Purple Grey and bright Neon 
Red. The spectrum was also complemented with 
a secondary color palette.

The look of fashionette takes accessibility into 
account and is characterized by a modern, 
feminine touch.



A typography mix consisting of the serif typeface „Rufi na“ and 
sans-serif typeface „FF Sero“, which are available in various font faces, 
ensures elegance and straightforwardness. Rufi na is used in headlines 
and copy text, while the simple FF Sero is used for technical contents 
such as the navigation, contact data or prices.



The corporate typeface „Rufi na“ has decorative elements 
that serve as adornments and separating elements.



The contours of the decorative elements 
were derived for the corporate design and 
serve digitally as background forms.



The colors, the typography and the decora-
tive elements of the corporate design joined 
to form an individual user interface kit.



The word mark is supplemented by a fi gurative mark in 
the form of a purse. It incorporates the curved sections 
of the Rufi na decorative elements in its style,thereby for-
ming the basis for an individual, detail-rich set of fashio-
nette icons. The amount of detail was reduced for smal-
ler images in order to guarantee maximum recognition.



Developing the corporate design and website 
in parallel made it possible to retain a 
holistic view of the fashionette project. This 
meant that every last detail could be taken 
into account and meticulously fi ne-tuned.



As fashionette only sells its products online,
the website was optimized for all mobile 
devices. This means customers can browse 
the range of offerings at any time and from 
anywhere,without losing the reference to 
the brand. 













Well thought-out design and usability help 
customers to navigate and they are led easily 
through the site. As a result, customers have 
an outstanding user experience with 
fashionette − from the fi rst contact on the 
homepage all the way to the checkout.





The free arrangement of images and texts on the 
screen generates a magazine-like feeling and thus 
underscores fashionette‘s service attitude: With us, bag 
lovers get a unique purchase experience that is 
characterized by high-quality products, good advice 
and uncomplicated processing. 




